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Define particular (adjective) and get synonyms. What is
particular (adjective)? particular (adjective) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
Particular | Definition of Particular at uguqywojixon.tk
of or relating to a single or specific person, thing, group,
class, occasion, etc., rather than to others or all; special
rather than general: one's particular interests in.

What does particular mean?
As an adjective, particular describes something specific, such
as when you prefer one particular type of cereal over another.
The noun form means specific.
Particular - Wikipedia
I couldn't find the particular model you asked for, but I hope
this one will do. We knew it was named after John Smith, but
nobody knows which particular John.
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There is a particular focus in the magazine on Particular the
United States, which al Qaeda calls a top target. Home
Dictionary Definitions particular. Thesaurus: synonyms and
related words Particular and individual be the very Particular
idiom biomarker certain demesne discrete especially head
individual individually monotasking namely notably Particular
pony personal pet severally specific specifically the UN to
wit idiom. PoweredbyCITE. Redness, by contrast, is not a
particular, because it is abstract and multiply instantiated
for example a bicycle, Particular apple, and a given woman's
hair can all be red. I couldn't find the particular model you
asked for, Particular I hope this one will .
ParticularkeepittoyourselfOf,relatingto,orintendedforadistinctive
example of particular is a specific Particular in a legal
document that needs to be reviewed. Cambridge Dictionary.
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